




Ukrainian Literature and photo albums exhibit – Come and 
Learn about Ukraine 

SEA POINT LIBRARY  28 FEBRUARY – 6th of MARCH

CENTRAL LIBRARY (CAPE TOWN) 7th – 21st of MARCH

SOMERSET WEST LIBRARY 22nd – 30th of MARCH

TABLE VIEW LIBRARY  3rd – 14th of APRIL

∑ PHOTO ALBUMS, UKRAINIAN ART BOOKS AND PRESENTATIONAL BOOKS ABOUT UKRAINE

∑ UKRAINIAN HISTORY BOOKS

∑ UKRAINIAN MODERN LITERATURE

All books are in English



Tuesday, 28 February 4-6 pm

at Sea Point library  (Civic Center, Three Anchor Bay Rd & Main Road, Sea Point)

TALK: HOW I GREW UP: FROM COMMUNISM TO DEMOCRACY IN 
UKRAINIAN CULTURE AND LITERATURE

by Dr.Oksana Rozumna and Dr. Hanna Yanovska

Life stories of a big European country – what are they like? How people’s lives changed with the 
culture and literature of Ukraine, being the crossroads of East and West? The largest Ukrainian cities, 
as well as smaller towns or villages, have their own particular voice and private stories. Cities Oster,
Chernihiv, Kyiv, Lviv, Kharkiv are important parts of the country that grew up together with it and were 
changing their appearance inside and outside.

The country's growing up from Communism to Democracy produced special literature. Vasyl Stus – the 
master of words, who had to become the voice of resistance. The poet nominated for Nobel Prize. His 
life has parallels with Nelson Mandela. [Listen to: live voice of Vasyl Stus reading his poems; songs for 
his poems by Sisters Telnyuk]. 

Oksana Zabuzhko – the contemporary writer that looks into decolonization of the body, rethinking 
literature classics and reopening challenging historical questions. [Listen to: recordings of poetry and 
some prose fragments read by O. Zabuzhko]

Serhiy Zhadan – low-class epos of contemporary life in Eastern Ukraine. Romanticism and revolution. 
Unity of one’s poetry and life. People as they are. [Listen to: “Zhadan and Sobaky (Zhadan and Dogs)”] 
project. 

Learn about the modern African poetry project in Ukraine which was started to years ago. The texts of 
four South African authors that were translated by the team of “I'll Be Waiting for You under the 
Kaice-drat” project show that topics raised in the poems are equally important for Ukraine and South 
Africa.

In this presentation you will learn insides that you will never hear in the news or newspapers – it’s an 
inside story about the young country and its important period of transformations.

Speakers:
Dr. Oksana Rozumna was born in 1975 in a Ukrainian town Oster. She lives and works in the capital of 
Ukraine, Kyiv, studying culture and cultural diplomacy. She is the head of Cultural Politics Department of 
National Institute for Strategic Studies. Oksana is the author of the idea and curator of international 
Ukrainian-African literature project “I'll Be Waiting for You under the Kaice-drat”. The project included the 
publication of the first Ukrainian-African poetry anthology featuring four poets from South Africa in 2016. 
Under the name of Oksana Kutsenko she published three books of poetry “In the Winters of Desires»(1996), 
“Ballet School”(2007), and Chrysalides” (2016). She has translated the poetry book by Léopold Sédar 
Senghor from French “Chants d'Ombre”. Oksana is married and has two kids.

Dr. Hanna Yanovska was born in 1980 in Kharkiv. Linguist by education, she had been working for some time 
as an English teacher in Kharkiv Polytechnical university. Is the author of book of poems and translations
“Furry Book” (2008), electronic “Poem of 1 January” (2011). As a translator, works with English language 
poetry from various parts of the world, such as African countries, Australia, New Zealand. Now Hanna works 
as a freelance translator. Among the published translations there is a number of poetry books  (by Albert 
Wendt, Selina Tusitala Marsh, Robert Sullivan and others) and novels (“Schindler's Ark” by T. Keneally, “The 
Collector” by J. Fowles, “The Orphan Master's Son” by A. Johnson and others).
As an artist, creates papercut pictures (vytynanky). She lives in Kharkiv with her linguist husband and a 
daughter.



Wednesday, 8 March 3-5 pm 

at Central Library (Drill Hall, Darling St, Cape Town City Centre)

TALK: THE ROLE OF WOMAN IN UKRAINIAN LITERATURE
by Dr. Oksana Zabuzhko (on-line)

Oksana Zabuzhko, Ukraine’s leading contemporary author, was born in 1960. She graduated from the 
department of philosophy of Kyiv Shevchenko University in1982, and obtained her PhD in philosophy 
of arts in 1987. She has worked as a Research Associate for the Institute of Philosophy of the Ukrainian 
Academy of Sciences, lectured in the US on Ukrainian culture (at Penn State University, 1992, Harvard 
University, and University of Pittsburgh, 1994), and worked as a columnist for some of the Ukraine's 
major journals. After the publication of her novel Field Work in Ukrainian Sex (1996), later named “the 
most influential Ukrainian book for the 15 years of independence”, she has been living as a free-lance 
author. She is Vice-President of the Ukrainian PEN. Ms.Zabuzhko lives in Kyiv.

Thursday, 9 March 5.30 – 7.30 pm 
at SAIIA (Mountain Club, 97 Hatfield Street, Gardens, Cape Town)

TALK: UKRAINE’S PRICE FOR EUROPEAN CHOICE: A TROUBLED 
RELATIONSHIP WITH RUSSIA. THE ROOTS AND ORIGINS OF 
CONFLICT IN UKRAINE

by Ambassador of Ukraine to South Africa Mr. Yevgen Burkat 

During the last three years, the people of Ukraine have been fighting for their freedom, independence 
and European path in a war started by Russia-backed terrorists and their proxies.

The Russian annexation of the Crimean Peninsula and military intervention in the East of Ukraine, 
directly challenge the post-Cold World system. 

Ukrainian military forces suffer heavy losses in battles against terrorists equipped with the newest 
Russian weaponry. 

Ukraine have shown to the world the reports of the pro-Russian thugs shooting women and children, 
cynically calling it a "protection of the Russian-speaking population." Russia already even not denies its 
military involvement and has presented its policies as a reaction to the repression of ethnic Russians 
and Russian speakers. 

This presentation aims to explain the roots and origins of the chain of recent events in Ukraine and its 
repercussions for the world order and International Law. 

During our discussion, we will try to analyze Russian legal and political claims used by Moscow to 
annex a part of Ukrainian territory as well as to justify its interventions in the East of Ukraine. 

We also will examine several explanations of the Russian actions in Ukraine:

∑ geopolitical competition;

∑ search for identity idea for the internal political consolidation in Russia.



MOVIES AT THE LABIA THEATRE (68 Orange St, Gardens Cape 
Town)

EUROMAIDAN. ROUGH CUT
6 March 2017 at 6.15 pm 

Ukraine, 2014, 60 min 
Directors: Volodymyr Tykhyi, Andriy Lytvynenko, Kateryna Gornostai, Roman Bondarchuk, Yulia Gontaruk, Andrey 
Kiselyov, Roman Liubyi, Oleksandr Techynskyi, Oleksiy Solodunov, Dmitry Stoykov 

Three months of revolution. From indignant protest to national 
unity. From pots on their heads to batons and body armour. From 
the euphoria of victory to the mourning of the fallen Heavenly 
Hundred. Revolution as an explosion of revived dignity, as the 
euphoria of freedom, as the pain of awareness at the cost, as the 
birth of the modern history of Ukraine. 

A chronicle of the Ukrainian protest as seen by 10 young 
filmmakers. 

The most balanced film about Maidan, and one of the most 
awarded ones (took part in about 20 international film festivals). 

Trailer: https://vimeo.com/90920946

LOOKS LIKE HOME
14 March 2017 at 6.15 pm 

Ukraine, 2016, 45 min
Directors: Oleksandr Nazarov and Angelina Kariakina 

Looks Like Home is a documentary uncovering the human 
stories of the conflict in the east of Ukraine. The film features 
the personal accounts of three internally displaced people 
(IDPs) who became hostages of the ongoing conflict and were 
forced to flee their homes. 

Yuliya Kulinenko, a singer at the folk ensamble “Dyvyna” from 
Donetsk made decision to move to Kyiv after she realises she 
won’t be able to sing if she stays at home.

Yuliya Kulinenko and Serafyma Sokolvak both resettlers from 
Donetsk will share their personal stories and will do Q&A 
session after the movie.  

https://vimeo.com/90920946


UKRAINIAN SHERIFFS ‘WELL, SOMEBODY HAS TO DO THE JOB’ 

3 April, Monday, 6.15 pm 
Ukraine, 2015 1h 25 min 
by Roman Bondarchuk 

This is a documentary about small town in the East of Ukraine, 
where the nearest police HQ is too far away to be effective, and 
community appoints two Sheriffs to tackle the town’s problems.

Ukrainian Sheriffs is a real life story about two local sheriffs and 
the villagers of a remote village near Crimea, Stara Zburievka. 
Following the sheriffs on their everyday duties, the story gives 
us a look beyond the war and the ongoing political events inside 
the everyday life of the villagers, foregrounding the tension 
between personal survival and political justice.

What was meant to be a film about a few people from the 
Ukrainian countryside and their everyday struggles, arousing 
mainly from prevalent unemployment, poverty and illiteracy, at 
the end portrays the faith of a whole nation during the turning 
period in its history.

Trailer and info: www.ukrainiansheriffs.com

ALIVE «ONCE, A FRIEND WILL BETRAY YOU, AND THE ENEMY, 
IN A KEY MOMENT - WILL SAVE YOUR LIFE!»
6 April 2017 at 6.15 pm

Ukraine, 1 h 33 min (2016)
Director:  Taras Khymych

Based on real events that took place in the 1950s, the movie tells 
a story of a young Ukrainian girl who finds herself in the 
Ukrainian Insurgent Army camp while trying to evade persecution 
from the Soviet system. A couple of years before her death, Anna 
Popovych, on whose biography the movie is based, granted her 
permission to Taras Khymych to produce a screen version of her 
life’s events. Filming took place in Gorgany, a well-known 
mountain range in Western Ukraine, where Popovych’s real-life 
drama unfolded some 60 years ago. 

In the Carpathian Mountains a girl by the name of Anna often 
experiences supernatural phenomena. After finding herself at the 
very centre of Ukrainian insurgents’ struggle against prevailing 
forces of the Soviet Empire, a voice that she hears and dreams 
that she sees not only warn Anna of the looming danger but also 
change the fate of those that surround her.

The film was presented at Ukrainian pavilion of the 69th Film Market Cannes Film Festival.

Trailer: http://www.zhyvamovie.com/en/

http://www.ukrainiansheriffs.com/
http://www.zhyvamovie.com/en/

